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Abstract - This paper addresses the problem of performing
navigation with a mobile robot using active vision exploring
the image sphere properties in a stereo divergent
configuration. The navigational process is supported by the
control of the robot's steering and forward movements just
using visual information as feedback. The steering control
solution is based on the difference between signals of visual
motion flow computed in images on different positions of a
virtual image sphere. The majority of solutions based on
motion flow and proposed until now, where usually very
unstable because they normally compute other parameters
from the motion flow. In our case the control is based directly
on the difference between motion flow signals on different
images. Those multiple images are obtained by small mirrors,
that simulates cameras positioned in different positions on
the image sphere. At this moment it is under development
another new version for the spherical sensor. The control
algorithm described in this work is based on discrete-event
approach to generate a controlling feedback signal for
navigation of an autonomous robot with an active vision
system as described on [3] and [Z].

finally it will be described the differences when real
cameras are used.

Figure 1:The mobile system with the mirror setup to simulate four points
of view.

I. INTRODUCTION
In this article we propose an algorithm based on visual
information to drive a mobile robot indoors. Several
solutions have been proposed by different authors (see [5,6
and 71 for some examples), but we propose a different
solution, based on image sphere. The goal for the final
prototype is to run the system without any collision against
static and mobile obstacles. In this prototype we built part
of the sphere with the help of mirrors.
The approach uses two cameras, that have been mounted
with mirrors to simulate more different points of view in a
total of two images by each camera. Each camera has two
mirrors associated with it, which give two images from
each robot lateral side. From the two images given by the
two mirrors and, from the optical flow measurements, a
signal proportional to the orientation between the wall and
the mobile robot.
The next section describes in detail this approach, and
for a better understanding of this study, we will introduce
the concept of image sphere for visual based navigation. It
is also explained how we simulate this sphere partially,
using mirrors and cameras assuming the image sphere
centered in the robot's locomotion referential.
The idea is to study the best cameras' positions in the
spherical sensor surface to achieve the best results for
different navigational tasks. However, first we will study
the problem as if we have a real spherical sensor, and
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11. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
A. The spherical sensor
Suppose that we want to control the attitude of a threedimensional vehicle in the space, while the system is
moving. Considering the referential system represented in
the Fig. 2 and modeling the visual sensor as a spherical
sensor with a radius r, we only need to control the three
velocities indicated in the figure (not considering the
swing degree of freedom).
The first problem is how to determine the minimal
number of cameras to use and where to put them in the
spherical surface to estimate the necessary information to
control the vehicle.
Bergholm [ l ] argues that the flow measured in the
spherical equator perpendicular to the direction of
translation, gives an estimation about the depth. So, to
analyze the self-projected flow in the spherical surface by
convenience, we will set r = l . The sphere's velocity can be
described as (v' ,6) with v' ,6 E R 3 . Let d be the
distance from the sphere center to a three-dimensional
point X with a vector 2 (the depth of the viewed point).

'.4

Then d =

+ y2 + z2

and the following relation is

valid:

1= 6 A x'

(v' / d ) .11x'11

(1)

It is also true, that any point P belonging to the X
projection line can be described as jj = p .?,,U > 0 , and in
particular if P belongs to the sphere surface then 11j511= 1 .
The X velocity projected in the sphere point P is then given
by :

$ =& A

+( T l d)

(2)

{e',

. $ = U , +cos(8).vY l d -sin(8).v, l d
e, j5 = w, si&) - w y cos(8) + v, l d

-

(3)

However, in our case the sphere velocities are given by
T = [0,vy , 01 or T = [0, v, ,Ol and
= [w,,O,wz] so the
equation (3) can be reduce to:

. j = w z +cos(8).vy l d
Z,. ij = w, . sin@)

(4)

That is, with the equator normal flow Z, . j we can
estimate the U, velocity because it not depends from
depth d. The equator parallel flow e', . j5 depends from

w, but using the difference between the optical flow
sensed in two points it is possible to remove it.
Notice that the study described earlier, can be also done
for the plane y=O and after doing the same analysis for the
equator normal flow now e', . j and equator parallel flow
now 2, . j5 (now using the right referential in Fig. 3 by
[Down Camera]

[e',>e',?ZZ] >:
Figure 2:The sphere model for the navigation system in a three
dimensional world.

Y sus

+ vy l d

(5)

After this study, the question is how can we control the
system using the velocity measured in the sphere? We
must compare the depth between two (or more) three
dimensional points because the idea is to control the wz

[Back view for b e sphere surface1

Iup view for the sphere surface1

. = c o d a ) . w, - sin(a). w,
e', . @ = O

2 sxia

and w, velocities, then in this case we need to compare
divergent points in the sphere.
First case

Second case

Y axis!

Figure 3: Decomposition of
vectors

Y axis!

5 velocity in the referential described by the

[e',, 2, ,e',] .

This velocity vector can be decomposed in any
orthogonal referential, and in particular our choice will be
the left referential represented in Fig. 3 by [Z,,Z,,Z,],
because with this choice we can study the flow in the
equator and in the direction normal to the equator. The

[

point P described in referential e',, e', ,e',] has coordinates
[cos(O),sin(d),O],

the

vectors

are

given

e', = [- sin(O),cos(O),O], e', = [O,O,l], and the

Z,

by

Figure 4: Representation of the relevant points to control the COz velocity.

For simplicity let's first consider the w, control. Looking
for the Fig 4, We have for the first case with divergent
points, where the flow e', . j is used (equation 4),

e',

.j2
+e', . & =2w, + v

important because we cannot measure this flow in the
sphere surface. In this case we will have:

-):h(t'at
d2

is not
depends from
2, . j j 2

wz

-e, . j.Il

= vy

compute the depth between the two points
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Looking now for the second case in the same Fig. and
using two points of view from the same lateral position,
where the flow I , . is used (equation 4),

that depends from wz
. $2 -

'

$1

= cOs(e)vy

(2 5)
-

9

it

is

For the small sphere the following relations are true:

where cyclup R,,
represents the rotation matrix between
the referential associated with the spheres. In this case the
velocity in the small sphere is:

possible to compare the depth between both points
in presence of rotational movements wz and w,

-. ,cam -- [ cyclupR cam

f

P

From this analysis, the conclusion is that to control the w,
velocity we must use four cameras, two for each lateral
side. The control is also done in an independent

(9)
+
Xcyclop

way, i.e., we have a measure proportional to the
orientation of each wall with the locomotion referential.
For the control of w, we only need two cameras
pointing as represented in Fig 2 by [Top Camera] and
[Down Camera], because the w, value can be estimated
by the flow given in the lateral cameras as explained
eylier. So in this case using the equator normal flow
e', . j from equation 5, the difference between the flow in

Figure 5: Patches from the spherical sensor given by small spherical
sensors that are tangent to the imaginary sphere with radius r.

the top and in the down side of the sphere is given by:

but expressing this velocity in the referential [cyclop], we
will get:

-22w,+v

(I--$
dl

where w, can be removed by using the estimation given

'

by the equator normal flow 2, . $ of the equation 4.
Notice that if we chose to measure the feedback signal
only when the mobile robot is moving with linear velocity,
the system only needs to have the four cameras and the
best positions are those represented in the Fig. 2. With the
left and right cameras the system can sense and control the
w, velocity and with the others two the w, velocity.
However with only four cameras it is impossible to control
the system while doing angular movements, and to solve
this problem it will be used two points of view for each
lateral camera as explained earlier.

B. Patches from the spherical sensor given by small
spherical sensors
However, because it is not possible to be sure that the
spherical sensor is aligned with the locomotion referential,
let's suypose a small displacement to study the differences.
The small spherical sensor with radius f represented in
Fig 5 gives patches from the original spherical sensor with
radius r, that is now an imaginary sensor. We want to
compare the differences between the measures done in
both spheres for the same three dimensional point. The
velocity in the imaginary sphere is given by

Comparing equations 7 and 10, the differences are in the

*

factor

-

r

-

G=

that

ipcyc~

we

I'

know

and

the

that is the ratio between the depth
po~cyclop
measured in the big sphere and the depth measured at the
small sphere. However the two velocities are three
dimensional velocities that cannot be totally measured in
the sphere's surface, i.e., we cannot measure the velocity
component in the j5cyclup direction and j5 cam direction. In

1

( ( ~ c y c l op

this case the measured velocities will never be equal
heaven if the equation 7 is equal to equation 10 unless
j5 cam points in the j5cyclup direction, because the velocity
measured in both spheres will be then decomposed in the
same directions.

-.

So, in this case Poscyclop=

Xcyclup
~

II%P

For

example

>>

~ ~ ~ c y c l u p15m
~~

if

r = 15cm

I

( r - f ) and G = l to

and

f =25mmand

this factor will be G = 1,091 and in the

presence of lower velocities it will be negligible.
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B. Image sphere simulation by small off-the-shelf cameras
In a practical setup, we need to use off-the-shelf
cameras with a geometrical model, so it is important to
study the differences between the use of a camera and a
small spherical sensor.

signals from the both walls, it will be possible to estimate
the wall orientation as can be seen in Fig. 7.
The signal measured in each image is the horizontal optical
flow or as wish the horizontal displacement, that can be
given by any one-dimensional optical flow or a correlation
technique. In our case the both are used to give a strong
validation for the measure. The mirror setup is represented
in Fig. 8.

Mirror Measure

Figure 6: Differences between a spherical sensor and a conventional
camera with the geometrical projection model.
I

Considering the setup in Fig 6 , the 2 velocity in the
.

Figure 7: The signal's definition for the right mirrors.

x

sphere point j j s is jjJ = -f , but we can only measure in

Ilx'l

the sphere's surface the velocity

.

I

2.2

x'

Fs = -f - -2f -.

Il4l

llxll

1'.

For the camera, differentiating the geometrical projection
law

-

p c = T Xf

2.k

-

in order of t, we can express

in this expression, we will get the final result that
unfortunately is not equal to the measured velocity in the
sphere's surface. However if the I vector points in the k
direction the two velocities are actually the same. So in
conclusion, we can only use the portion of the digital
image that is tangent with the spherical surface, because
just at this position the measured velocities will be very
similar.
111. CONTROL ALGORITHM AND RESULTS
A. Control Algorithm
In this section it will be described the an experimental
system used to test the approach presented in this article.
The system, described on [2] and [3], uses a navigation
controller based on the signals obtained by processing four
images. The control system was designed by using
Discrete-Event-Systems (DES) approach. In this
experimental system the mirrors are positioned in a stereo
divergent way, acquiring images in big circle of the image
sphere (equator). use the lateral cameras, and with two
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Measured Flaw Sign

Figure 8: The mirror setup. In this case for simplicity the cameras do not
have been represented as a geometrical model.

Considering the Fig. 7 and indicating the signals measured
by :
0
FRMM - Front Right Mirror Measure, optical
flow measured in the front right image
0
BRMM - Back Right Mirror Measure, optical
flow measured in the back right image
FLMM - Front Right Mirror Measure, optical
flow measured in the front left image
BLMM - Back Right Mirror Measure, optical
flow measured in the back left image
the control strategy can be described as (just considering
the right side):
0
if IIFRMM - BRMMll < threshold
then
the robot can rotate to the left or do translations,
0
if FRMM - BRMM >threshold
then
the robot must rotate to the left,

if FRMM - BRMM < threshold
then
the robot can rotate to the lefthight or going to
the front (depends from the measures in the left
side),
Defining HfeedR = FRMM-BRMM and HfeedL = FLMMBLMM the algorithm including both sides can be described
by the diagram represented in Fig. 9. In this case the
forward velocity is constant and the system only controls
the angular velocity.

the navigation process with mirrors and Fig 13, 14 show
the measured signals to control the mobile platform.

Figure 9: The control Algorithm diagram

The acquisition loop timing is different from the control
loop timing, in this case respectively 0.08 seconds and 0,5
seconds. To help the control and acquisition timings we
use a DES (Discrete Event System) to
monitor
the
algorithm presented in Fig 9. One of the states is
responsible to monitor the acquisition and the other to
monitor the communications with the mobile robot.
Because the timings involved are different the final
measure for each image is the mean in the acquisition
interval.

Figure 10: The Discrete Event System definition. The states definitions
are respectively:
State 0 - Acquisition
State 1 - Control
And the event description:
a0 - wait until the next control timing arrives, i.e., 0,5s
doing measures
a1 - acquisition finished
a2 - control update not finished yet
a3 - command sent successful for the robot

Figure 1 1 : The result for the navigation with mirrors (extemal images).

Figure 12: The result for the navigation with mirrors (intemal images).

A. Experimental Results

The Figs. 11 and 12 show the experimental results for
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stereo divergent system. To obtain more than two images
in the sphere, mirrors were used. In the paper w e presented
an algorithm for navigation control based on the difference
between the image flow on different positions of image
sphere.

---
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Figure 13: Measures for the signals FLMM/BLMM and FRMMlSLMM
respectively. Time of acquisition or time unit is 0,08 seconds or 12,SHz.
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Figure 14:Feedback measures versus the commands sent to the mobile
platform for the example showed in Fig 11, 12,13. Time unit: 0,5 seconds.
Commands:
0 - Forward movement
-10 - Right movement
10 - Left movement

IV.CONCLUSIONS
T h e paper addressed the problem of visual based
navigation, using a mobile robot. T h e vision system
realizes partially the concept of image sphere by using a
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